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Homogeneous magnetic resonance spectra of a weak ferromagnet ErCr0 3 were investigated in the
wavelength range 6-{).6 mm using pulse magnetic fields at temperatures 5-80'K. Paramagnetic
resonance with the ErH ions was observed in addition to antiferromagnetic resonance in the chromium
subsystem. An investigation was made of the interaction between oscillations in the antiferromagnetic and
paramagnetic subsystems. The parameters of the Er-Cr interaction were determined. An additional branch
was found in the magnetic oscillation spectrum and this branch was due to transitions in the excited ErH
ions. A calculation was made of the spectrum of homogeneous magnetic oscillations of the system under
investigation. A magnetic phase transition r ......r1, associated with the interaction between the
paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic subsystems, was detected.
PACS numbers: 76.50.+g, 75.30.Ce

Rare-earth orthoferrites and orthochromites contain
two types of magnetic ions: 3d and 4f. The Neel temperature (TN) of these compounds is governed by the
strongest interaction, which is the exchange interaction
within the 3d subsystem and which usually reaches
several hundreds degrees Kelvin.
The exchange interaction between ions in the rareearth subsystem is weak and usually it does not exceed
several degrees Kelvin. At temperatures lOOK ~ T
~ TN the interactions between the 4f ions alone cannot
order magnetically the rare-earth subsystem, which
remains in the paramagnetic state. However, the coupling with the magnetically ordered 3d subsystem induces in the rare-earth subsystem a magnetic order
corresponding to one of the configurations which are
possible in crystals of the space group in question. The
3d-4f interactions in the majority of orthoferrites and
orthochromites are of the order of several tens degrees Kelvin.
Our aim was to investigate the spectrum of magnetic
oscillations of the system composed of interacting antiferromagnetic (3d) and paramagnetic (4f) subsystems in
erbium orthochromite ErCr03.
LoW-lying excited states of rare-earth ions appear
in the crystal field of some rare-earth orthoferrites
and orthochromites because of the weakness of this
field compared with the spin-orbit interaction. The gap
between the ground and lowest excited states usually
does not exceed 100 cm- 1 • At temperatures of several
hundreds degrees Kelvin such excited levels are populated and they contribute to the magnetic properties.
In view of this, it would be interesting to detect and investigate the resonant absorption associated with the
exchange and Zeeman splitting of the rare-earth ion
levels in the ground and excited states. The presence
of a strong "magnetization" influence exerted by the
3d subsystem establishes favorable conditions for the
experimental detection of such transitions.

group(l,2 1 and three of them can occur in ErCrOs (Fig.
l) .
The state r 1 appears at temperatures T ~ 9.SoK
in the absence of an external magnetic field. At
T = 9.SoK in Ho = 0 a transition takes place to the r 4
state[31 and this state is retained up to TN. In the r 4
state the application of an external field Ho along the
c (z) crystal axis shifts the transition from r 1 to r 4
toward lower temperatures P 1 However, if the field is
applied along the a (x) crystal axiS, the magnetic system goes over to the state r 2 in a "flopping" field
Ho = Hfl yl In erbium orthochromite the ground state,
of the Er3+ ions is 41 15/ 2, The two lowest excited states
are split by the crystal field by 46 and 113 cm- 1 from
the ground state y-7] The exchange interaction and an
external magnetic field split further these levelS, which
are Kramers doublets.

2. FREE ENERGY. MAGNETIC RESONANCE
FREQUENCIES
The free energy in the state r 4 calculated including
second-order invariants is
F=El,J,+E.J,.I",+E,,1,,I,,-A ..' (/ ..'+1,1)
-An' (/,,'+1,.') -D (/,,,/,,-1,,1,,,) -A (/,,,/,,-1,,,1.. )
- (y,I,+y,J,) H.+8,,· (J,,+I,,) 1,'+8..' (/,.+1",)/."
+8..' (/.,+1.,) I. n-d,' (/,,-1,,) I."-d,n (/ ..-1",) I,"-yn."H•.

(1)

We shall be interested in the temperature range
(T 2: lOOK) in which the interactions within the rareearth subsystem can be ignored; J 1,'" are the vectors
of the mechanical moments of the chromium sublattices.
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1. CRYSTAL AND MAGNETIC STRUCTURES
Erbium orthochromite ErCr03 (TN = l33°K) has the
orthorhombic ally distorted perovskite structure and the
space group PbnmYl Eight different magnetic configurations are possible in crystals with this space
665
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FIG. I. Magnetic states of ErCIQ 3 in the two-sublattice model of the
chromium (J I, 2) and erbium (I I, 2) subsystems. The designations of the
magnetic configurations and of the projections of the vectors of the irreducible representations r I(Gy Cr, CzEr), r iG xCrF zCr, F zEr), and
r2(GZCrpxCr, CyErFxEr), are the same as in [2].
Copyright © 1976 American Institute of Physics
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The sublattice concept will also be used for the induced
moment of the erbium subsystem; In is the mechanical
moment vector of the erbium sublattice. The index n
will be used for a state in the erbium subsystem: this
may be the ground state (n = 0) or one of the excited
states (n = 1, 2, . " ). Summation is carried out over
the index n. Thus, the total induced moment in the
erbium subsystem is the sum of the moment in the
ground and excited states:

The parameters of the interaction between the erbium
and chromium subsystems and the components of the g
factor of the Er 3+ ion in the ground state are different
from the corresponding characteristics of each of the
excited states. In Eq. (1) the magnetomechanical ratio
tensors for the chromium sublattices 'Y 1,2 are

I

1=
0
±1,.

0 ±lxx
1"
0 .
0
1"

(3 )

0
0

o

l"n

0

.

(4)

(5)

(6)

(CiI'-CO.') =0.

In Eq. (6) the partial frequencies Wxy and w n are
Cilx,,=2EI,· Ax- ,/,+2EI,· d,,"I,"+ (4AI,-E" "Ion)
X[ (D+A)/o-E"nl:l+ 1"H,[ (D+5A+2ET,)I,
-ZE,,"Ionl+(l,,H,)';
Cil n=2(d,"-E"n sin ~)/'+l,,'H,;

(7)
(8)

here,
Ax-,/o= (Axx-Au)/,; AxJo= (E=+2A='lI0,
A"I,=(E,,+2A,/)10, T'=l"h;,.

The canting angle of the chromium sublattices is given
by
sin ~=[ (D+A)",-'-E u 'I"n+ 1"Hol/2Elo.
(9)
The coupling between the oscillations Wxy and w n is
(10)

In the weak coupling case (Ki y « wiyw n2 ) and far
from the intersection of the spectra (wxy = w n ) this
system should exhibit independent oscillations of the
antiferromagnetic subsystem (wxy) and of the paramagnetic subsystem (w n ). It is clear from Eq. (7) that in
this case also the antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR)
frequency Wxy depends on the parameters of the interaction between the antiferromagnetic and paramagnetic
subsystems.
It is clear from Eq. (6) that oscillations in the rareearth (erbium) subsystem w n do not interact with oscillations in the antiferromagnetic subsystem Wz. Then,
the AFMR frequency Wz is given by
CiI.'=2EI, . A xJ,+2EI, . dz"/," + (D+ A)/,[ (D+A)/,
-fC ,,"Ion 1+y..H, (D+A +2ET,) 10.
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hxx"Ho-2l, (fC x ." sin ~-e,n) leos <p-2c,' I, sin <p=0.

(13)

(11)

2

(14)

In the r2 state the solution of the problem of mixed
oscillations in the chromium and erbium subsystems
gives
(CiI'-Cil;lI) (CiI'-Cil") -K;y =0,

We shall find the normal frequencies of the system
from the equations of motion for mechanical
moments,cal This faces us with a problem of mixed
oscillations of the antiferromagnetic and paramagnetic
SUbsystems. The solution of this problem gives

-fOXIl2ffin~ lI"n:~Ion/E.

The noncollinearity of the erbium moments is represented by the angle cp described by

sin ~= [ (D-A)/,- (E%%. sin <p+/,' cos <p) 1,'+ yxxH, 112EI,.

I

K.,,=4(Exx" sin ~+d,n)'lo'(E yy"Io"'-Cil"EIon)

Here,

The canting angle of the chromium sublattices in the r
state is gi ven by

The indices 1 and 2 and the signs ± apply to the first
and second chromium sublattices, respecti vely. The
tensor ')In for the erbium subsystem is
1=n 0
yn = \ 0
1,;

F=EJ ,J,+Exx/,J,x+E"I"I,,-A=' (/,x'+I,.')
-Au' (/,.'-i-I,.') -D (/,J"-I,,I,x) -A (1"I,,-I,xl,,)
-(y,J,+y,J,) H,+E=nlx+(U- cos <p+I,n+ sin <p)
+fCyy'I,+(I,'- cos <p-I."+ sin <p)+E"n/,+I,'+
(12)
+c, n I, - (I:+ cos q;-I."- sin <p) +c,' I y-I, n-+ e,'1, - (Ix'- cos <p
+1:+ sin!f!) +e,'lx-I;++/,"Jx+ (I: + cos <p
-Ix n- sin <p) +/,"1,+ (Ix'" cos <p+ Iy n- sin !f!)
-l.."(/x'- cos <p+I:+ sin <p)Ho.

(2)

l'rfa.Ei'='Yap"]pn,

y", = \

In the r 2 state (Ho II a and Ho> Hf/) the chromium
and erbium subsystems have two sublattices each and
this is true separately of the ground state and of each
of the excited states. The expression for the energy then
becomes

(CiI'-Cil.') (CiI'-Cil") -K.'=O.

(15)

We shall give only the expressions for the frequencies
of the independent oscillations which are excited in the
weak coupling case far from the intersections of the
spectra in question. The formulas for the AFMR frequencies in the chromium subsystem are
CiI~v =-2Elo·A._,1,+2EI,·a,'I,n+(4AI,
+az"/o") [(D-A)/,-az"/o"]+l=Ho[ (D-5A
-2ET,) 1,-2az"/,l + (y=Ho) ';
CiI.'=2Elo· A,,10+2EI,· a, n10"+ (D-A) 'I.-2fC;x 10" sin <p[ (D-A) 10-2az"/o" 1
+y=Ho[ (D-A-2ET,)/,+2/,'Io" cos <pl.

(16)
(17)

",n.
Here, a,n = e,n·
smcp + C,n cos cp, a2n = "'xx
sm cp + fn1
X cos cp. The resonance frequencies in the erbium subsystem can be expres;:;ed in the form
(18)

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The magnetic resonance measurements were carried
out employing a quasioptic monochromatic spectrometer
in the wavelength range 6-0.6 mm and applying magnetic
field pulses up to 80 kOe intensity at temperatures of
5-80o K. Backward-wave tubes were used as radiation
sources. The resonance signals were detected with a
cooled n-type InSb cell.
An optical cryostat with polyethylene terephthalate
windows was placed inside the spectrometer. A sample
was inserted into a corundum holder and placed inside
a tube filled with gaseous helium which circulated
through the helium bath of the cryostat. The temperature was varied by a heater wound on the holder and
measured with a thermocouple (at T > 2ifK) or with a
carbon resistance thermometer (at T < 20 K).
0

The magnetic field was measured with a special system which produced a reference field. This system included additional coils with few turns, which were connected in series with the coils of the pulse electromagnet, and a centimeter-range resonator located between
E. I. Golovenchits and V. A. San ina
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these coils. A standard in the form of an yttrium iron
garnet sphere was placed inside this resonator. The
reference field was provided by the ferromagnetic
resonance signal of this sphere. The system was subjected to a preliminary calibration which gave the ratio
of the magnetic field in the resonator with the standard
to the magnetic field at the center of the measuring cell
in the spectrometer. This ratio could be varied within
a wide range by altering the working frequency of the
reference system and moving the standard inside the
resonator. The use of this method reduced the error in
the field measurements below 2 - 3% .
Single crystals of erbium orthochromite were grown
by spontaneous crystallization from the melt. The investigated samples were polished plates of ~ 5 mm 2
area and 0.1-0.2 mm thick.
The temperature dependences of the resonance fields
were recorded at fixed frequencies in the range 50-500
GHz in an external magnetic field oriented along the
principal crystal axes. These results were used to
plot the dependences of the resonance frequency on the
external field at fixed temperatures.

ters of the erbium subsystem and it is governed entirely
by the chromium subsystem. A comparison of these
slopes for YCrOpl] and ErCr03 shows that they are
identical. Thus, the observed signals represent the
longitudinal AFMR in the chromium subsystem.
It is clear from Fig. 2 that there are also signals
whose resonance frequencies depend strongly on temperature (these are denoted by wxy)' We shall attribute
these Signals to the transverse AFMR in the chromium
subsystem. In fact, if we apply the formulas (7) and (11)
for the AFMR frequencies for the chromium subsystem
and if we bear in mind that AxxJO» AxzJO [11] we find
that the temperature-dependent terms tf~zI~ and d~I~
make a much greater contribution in the case of the
transverse (wxy) oscillations then in the longitudinal
(wz) case.

Applying Eqs. (7) and (11) to the experimental curves
Wxy and Wz and using the parameters of the chromium
subsystem deduced from the AFMR in YCrOa,Pl] we
can calculate the values of tf ~zI~ and d~I~ which govern

w/2:tr, GHz

A. Ho lie (State r 4)

500

The number and nature of the observed magnetic
resonances depended strongly on the frequency and
temperature. In the frequency range 150-300 GHz only
one signal was observed at low temperatures. At higher
frequencies there were two signals and in a narrow
range near 370 GHz there were three Signals.
Figure 2 shows the dependences wres (H) plotted for
four different temperatures. We can see that at all temperatures there is a resonant absorption (wo) with a
linear dependence of the resonance frequency on the
field in a wide frequency range, and the slope of the
dependence wO(H) as well as the position of wO(O) are
practically independent of temperature. If we assume
that the signal represents a paramagnetic resonance in
the erbium subsystem in the ground state and if we apply Eq. (8), we find that the slope of the dependence
wO(H) gives
g~, =5.8.

(19)
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This value is identical with the g factor of the Er3+ ion
in the ground state, deduced from measurements of the
Zeeman shift of the optical lines of ErFe03.[101 Figure
3 shows the temperature dependence of the acti vation
energy wo(O) for this magnetic oscillation branch. The
quantity w°(0) represents the splitting of the ground
level of the Er3+ ion due to the Er-Cr interaction.
Figure 3 includes also the temperature dependences of
this splitting obtained for ErCrOs from the Mossbauer
effect[61 and from optical spectraPl We can see that
the results agree at temperatures T > lOOK. It follows
from[7] that at T = lOOK the splitting has a jump due to
the phase transition from the state r 1 to the state
r 4.[3] In our case this jump is not observed. This is
due to the presence of an external field in our measurements (no field was used in[7]).

FIG. 2. Dependences of the resonance frequencies on the magnetic
field obtained in the r 4 state at various temperatures. The ~450 GHz
resonance signals in weak fields, observed at 20 and 30o K, are probably
due to the inequivalence of the positions of the ions which is ignored
in the two-sublattice model. The dependence w(H) at T=77°K is given
in [9].
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The signals denoted by Wz in Fig. 2 are observed in
a narrow frequency range near 370 GHz at all temperatures. The positions of these signals are practically independent of temperature. Similar Signals were observed by us in a study of the longitudinal branch of
AFMR in YCrOs.[ll] It follows from Eq. (11) that the
slope of w~(H) for ErCrOs is independent of the parame-

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the initial splitting of Er 3 + in the
ground state: e) our results; 0) optical data in F]; 6) from the Mossbauer
effect [6].
FIG. 4. Temperature dependences of the Er-Cr interaction parameters: I) 8, zznI on; 2) d2n1on.
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the Er-Cr interaction energy in the r 4 state. The temperature dependences of these parameters are plotted
in Fig. 4.
At temperatures above 35°K there are, in addition
to the oscillation branches discussed above, absorption
lines denoted by WI in Fig. 2d. These lines are narrow
and the slopes of the dependences are gentle. Since the
absorption lines in question disappear at lower temperatures, we shall assume that they represent a resonance of the erbium subsystem in the first excited
state. We can show that the g factor of the first excited
state of Er3+ in ErFe03

TABLE I. Free-energy parameters of ErCr0 3 (cm- 1).

10 1 300 1 7 . 14 11.0
50
290 6.9
0.97

I

3.90
3.77

2.6.10-1
2.5·10-'

1.0·10-'
0.7.10-'

1.43
4·10-'

0.39
1.53.10- 2

FIG. 5. Oscillograms of a magnetic
field pulse (curve I) and of an abSorption signal for the r 4- -r / transition
(curve 2). T=3SoK, w=250 GHz.

(20)
taken from(1O], describes satisfactorily the slope of
wl(H). Then, extrapolating w 1( H) to zero we obtain the
acti vation energy of these oscillations
(j)'(O)~20

GHz.

(21 )

The temperature dependences of Iff ~zI~ and d~I~ and
the temperature dependence of the magnetic moment in
the r 4 state deduced from the magnetic measurements
reported in[4] can be used, in combination with Eqs. (8)
and (9), to calculate the initial splitting of Er3+ due to
the Er-Cr interaction and to compare this splitting with
the experimental value. At low temperatures
(T < 30"K), when the population of the excited levels is
weak (NI/No < 0.1), the calculated value effectively applies to the ground state. At higher temperatures there
is generally some contribution from the excited states.
However, according to Eq. (21) and Fig. 3, we have
wl(O)« wo(O). Thus, the calculated total splitting
wn(O) should at all temperatures be equal to the activation energy wo(O) of the paramagnetic resonance of the
erbium subsystem in the ground state. This is indeed
found to be true. The lines in Figs. 2 and 3 are calculated from Eqs. (7)- (9) and (11) USing the parameters
found experimentally. The values of these parameters
at 10 and 50 K are listed in Table I. We can see that the
experimental points are described well by the calculated lines. Deviations in the line intersection regions
are due to the interaction between the oscillations involved.
0

The equation for the frequencies of mixed oscillations (5) and the normal frequencies extrapolated from
the experimental results to the intersection region can
be used to find the coupling coefficient describing best
the experimental dependence w(H) in the interaction
region. The results of such a calculation are plotted in
Fig. 2c for the interaction between the oscillations
Wxy and WU at T = 30o K. The optimal value of the
coupling coefficient K i y = Ki y / (wi y + wn2 ) is found to
be ~0.1. It follows from the curves in Fig. 2 that the
dependences w(H) for the oscillations Wz and W O also
intersect. However, as expected, this intersection does
not result in a strong interaction.
Measurements in the frequency range 200-250 GHz
revealed also very strong absorption signals whose
positions along the field axis depended weakly on temperature and frequency. A characteristic feature of
these Signals was a strong hysteresis: the magnetic
fields corresponding to the absorption maximum were
different for the rising and falling current (Fig. 5). As
pointed out earlier, the r 4 state appears in ErCrO. in
the temperature range lOOK < T < TN and the ferromagnetic moments of the chromium F2 r and erbium F~r
subsystems are antiparallel (Fig. 1). We shall denote
668
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this state by r 4• Clearly, if an external field oriented
along the c axis (z axis) is suffiCiently strong, a phase
transition can take place from r; to r~ and in the
latter case the two moments F~r and F~r are canted
with respect to the field. This transition may occur
suddenly and be accompanied by hysteresis. The critical
field of this transition H:~ can be found by equating the
external field to the internal effective field exerted by
the chromium on the erbium subsystem:
H,,=2Io(d,"-8;'z sin ~)/-Y""(j)"(O)h.

(22)

An estimate based on the above formula gi ves H~ '" 60
kOe, which depends weakly on temperature (Fig. 3).
The signals mentioned above are wide (10-15 kOe) absorption bands and they are observed in fields not exceeding 60 kOe. We shall assume that these Signals are
associated with the absorption by a sample in some intermediate state which appears in the region of the
r;-r; phase transition.
B. Case HoHa

In contrast to the Ho II c case, which is characterized
by a single magnetic state, r 4, in the Ho II a configuration the magnetic system may be in one of the three
states r 1, r2, and r 4, depending on temperature and
external field. Moreover, near the r l -r 4 and r.-r2
transitions we may have intermediate states r 14 and
r 42 which-like the pure states-have their own sets of
normal oscillation frequencies. We shall not analyze in
detail the magnetic oscillation spectra of all these
states but we shall confine ourselves principally to a
description of the experimental data obtained for the
r 2 state.
Measurements at low frequencies (53 GHz) at
T > lOOK revealed a resonance in magnetic fields corresponding to the reorientation region (r 4-r 2 transition). Two pairs of Signals, characterized by different
temperature dependences of the absorption intensity
were observed. The Signals whose intensities fell
rapidly with increasing temperature were attributed to
the erbium subsystem and the signals with a weak temperature dependence of the intensity to the chromium
subsystem.
At temperatures T > lOOK and in fields Ho > HfI,
when the state r 2 was obtained, there were three absorption lines denoted in Fig. 6 by Wzy, we, and WI. The
signal corresponding to the Wzy line was characterized
by a weak temperature dependence. This signal was attributed to the transverse AFMR in the chromium subsystem (wzy)' The dependence wzy(H) had a singularity
in the r .-r2 transition region and the extrapolated
value of the "flopping" (reorientation) field Hf I = 7 kOe
E. I. Golovenchits and V. A. Sanina
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wlz:/(, GHz

'--1

ZOO

different in the ground and excited states. Extrapolation of the dependences wO(H) and w\H) to zero gives
the activation energies
w'(O)"'26GHz, w' (O)",120 GHz.
(25)
In contrast to the r 4 state, the initial splitting of the
ground state of the r 2 configuration is less than in the
excited state. This is also true of the components of
the g factor (gjh '" 1.2, gh. '" 4.1[10]).

I
t

,I

WO{a)

zo

50
Ho 1 kOe

FIG. 6. Dependences of the resonance frequencies on the magnetic
field; Holla, T=35°K.

agreed with the value obtained at this temperature from
magnetic measurements in[4].
The signal denoted by Wo in Fig. 6 had a strong temperature dependence. The intensity of this signal fell
with rising temperature. We attributed it to the paramagnetic resonance of the erbium subsystem in the
ground state.
The signal denoted by w1 in Fig. 6 appeared only at
higher temperatures (T ~ 30-35°K). In view of this
feature, we attributed this signal to the absorption by
the erbium subsystem in the first excited state (46
cm- 1 ).
It is clear from Fig. 6 that in the r 2 state the resonance frequencies of all three oscillations Wzy, wo, and
w 1 are close and interact strongly. The interaction occurs not only between the oscillations of the chromium
and erbium subsystems (wzy with Wo and Wzy with
w 1) but there is also "pushing apart" of the branches
at the intersection of Wo and w 1 which is clearly due
to the interaction within the erbium subsystem. At temperatures T> lOoK this interaction is undoubtedly weak
but when the spectra intersect it may also give rise to
the interaction between oscillations.
It follows from Eqs. (13), (14), and (18) that the dependences wO(H) and w\H) in the r 2 state are generally
nonlinear since the equilibrium angles cp and f3 depend
on the external field. However, these angles can be regarded as constant in weak fields. Then, applying Eq.
(18), we find from the slopes of wn(H) that

'Y~y sin W'=3.0,

'Y~u sin W' =O.75.

(23)

Using the values of wny from P O] (after ascertaining
first that g~z is the lame for ErCrOs and ErFe03), we
obtain
(24)

Thus, we detected and investigated a paramagnetic
resonance of rare-earth ions in the ground and excited
states in a magnetically ordered antiferromagnetic
matrix. We investigated the influence of the interaction
between the antiferromagnetic and paramagnetic subsystems on the spectra of magnetic oscillations. We
found that a classical calculation of the frequencies of
homogeneous oscillations and introduction of the sublattice concept for the antiferromagnetic and paramagnetic systems described well the experimental results.
We are deeply grateful to A. G. Gurevich and G. M.
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